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Introduction: All investigators of Mars’ global af-

fairs know the difficulty of representing its spherical 
surface in two dimensions, i. e. on a map.  One [1]  
might say of the Martian research community, busy 

probing an abundance of data and puzzles, that it is in 
a state not unlike that in the proverb of the blind wise 
men, attempting a description of an old elephant, but 
shy a consensus vision. 

General procedure: Given a rough dichotomy 
zone (DZ), I add from the global set of drainage basins 
[3], two topographically derived linear subsystems 
separated by the DZ: 

• Continental divides above the DZ, and below it  
• Continental valleys--lines drawn from bottoms 

through saddles, uphill along channels. 
They constitute the top and bottom boundaries of 

the martian watershed. (Note the unusual situation 
evident in Valles Marineris where, unlike elsewhere on 
Mars, they are very near each other.)   

Map Specifics: Both subsets are shown in white 
on Map A.  Maps B & C use valleys and divides as 

edges,  and show divides and valleys in white, respec-
tively.  

Maps B & C are useful, if novel and provisional, 
projections because constant scale natural boundary 
maps (CSNB), unlike orthodox projections, preserve 
local proportions at their peripheries, giving investiga-
tors a substantially improved overall view, here clari-
fying the watershed’s overall structure and pattern [4].   

Nuanced adjustments of B and C are possible; two 
are illustrated by dotted white lines:   

• Note on B that the valley-system used at the 
edge extends beyond the DZ into Argyre.   

                          A.                                              B.                                              C.      
Figure 1.   Three world maps of Mars, highlighting watershed extremities: continental divides and valleys 

White lines at the top of  “A” make the edge of “B”; white lines at the bottom of A make the edge of “C”. 
Map A, a simple cylindrical projection, shows divides and valleys in white. 

Map B shows divides in white and valleys at map edge.  It portrays the martian watershed as a hill [2]. 
Map C shows valleys in white and divides at map edge.  It portrays the martian watershed as a basin [2].  

Maps B and C are constructed with constant scale natural boundaries (CSNB); see text. 
A second set of maps, below, highlight a crustal dichotomy “zone” separating northern lowlands and southern highlands.  The 
much discussed dichotomy “boundary” lies in the zone, somewhere. These limiting contours carry into Hellas and Argyre Ba-
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                    Figure 2.  

                                             A CSNB world map of Mars showing geology and paleo-oceans 
                  “Shoreline 1” in dark red, dotted in southern hemisphere 

           “Shoreline 2” in dark blue                                “Contact 1” in dark gray                      Inland Basins affixed at their spouts 
     Dichotomy zones intersection in Hellas and Argyre Basins is between the light blue and the light red lines

• Note on C that the divide-system used at the 
edge holds some 2000 km. off the DZ.; result 
that northern Tharsis shows  as a unit. 

Significant projection adjustments are also possi-
ble: C’s edge could be shortened so that the complete 
Tharsis Region of Dohm et al. [5] shows as a unit. 

Conventional lobed maps approximating B &C’s 
layouts, as well as digital CSNB,  are also possible.  

Figure 2, an enlarged Map C: Fairen et al.‘s  epi-
sodic flood inundations [6] overlie Mars geology. 

CSNB procedure: CSNB is novel projection ge-
ometry.  It generates a tell-tale, prototopological shape, 
the map, and an after the fact model (display at Poster 
Session.) Divides and valleys were marked on a globe, 
removed and, by radial change, transfered to the plane, 
without altering circumferential extents or composi-
tions (lengths or azimuths)---as if flattening a pair of 
zigzaggy wire-trees once wrapped on a ball. 

Each flat pattern was geometrically bifurcated and 
swung round to reconnect on itself, endpoints acting as 
hinges, to enclose an area. Each enclosed outline, after 
some geodetically atuned adjustments in the outline’s’ 

geometry beyond this abstract’s scope, was subdivided 
on a best-fit basis with graticles [7]. Content secured 
elsewhere, notably PIGWAD, was pasted in graticles. 

Poster Session:  Maps A, B & C will be presented 
flat and in model with Figure 2’s content, refined to 
lessen noise (eliminate small polygons), to better dis-
play broad wavelength regional patterns. 
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